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Aims 

To understand progression through the maths curriculum  from 

year 1 to 2 through to year 3. 

 

 

To discuss how we are implementing these skills and  

 understanding through our teaching. 

 

 

To explore the context of mastery teaching in maths with a focus 

on fractions 

 

 

 



Context 

Concrete 

Pictorial  

Abstract 

What constitutes Mastery Teaching in  Maths? 

Context: giving a real life scenario to make the 

learning more meaningful. 

Concrete: letting children manipulate concrete 

apparatus to explore  the mathematical 

concept and deepen understanding. 

Pictorial: a visual and graphic representation 

of  the mathematical concept.   

Abstract: The mathematical concept 

 represented purely with numbers and 

 mathematical symbols.  
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Exploring parts and whole 





How do you know? 



How do you know? 



Is the Little Pig part or a whole? 

How do you know? 



 

True or False? How do you know? 

2 is the whole 
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If the whole is cut into equal parts each  part is the same 

size 

Is this equal parts? 

How do you know? 



If the whole is cut into equal parts each  part is the same 

size 

Is this equal parts? 

How do you know? 

Review 



If the whole is cut into equal parts each  part is the same 

size 

Is this equal parts? 

How do you know? 

Review 
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Is this 1/2?  

Why do you think that? 

L.O.To understand the meaning of half 



This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 



This ________ is divided into ____ parts _______.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts _______.  

Each part is ___ of the ________. 



This ________ is divided into ____ parts _______.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 



This ________ is divided into ____ parts _______.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 



Half Not half 



Each shape has 1/2 shaded 

True or False? How do you know? 



What is the meaning of half? 



4.3.19  Diving Deeper 

If I know that...                        

half of 10 is 5 

1) What is half of 100? 

2) What is half of 110? 

 

How do you know? 



4.3.19  Greater Depth 



L.O. To understand the meaning of quarter  

What 

fraction is 

this? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

whole 4 

4 

1 

quarter 



L.O. To understand the meaning of quarter  

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 



L.O. To understand the meaning of quarter  

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 



5.3.19 Diving Deeper 



5.3.19 Greater Depth 



What is this fraction? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts 

equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So __________ is shaded 

What other fraction can you see? 

_____ is the same as _____ 



What is this fraction? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts 

equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So __________ is circled 

What other fraction can you see? 

_____ is the same as _____ 





6.3.19 Diving Deeper 



6.3.19 Greater Depth 



What is this fraction? How do you know? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So there is  __________ shaded 

 



This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So __________ is cut off 

Review 

Is he right? How do you know? 

Miss Sanders says "If I cut the string here I will have 

3/4 left." 



What is this fraction? How do you know? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So there is  __________ of a triangle 

 



What is this fraction? How do you know? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So there is  __________ of a rectangle 

 



What fraction is red? How do you know? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So there is  __________ of a string 

 

How long is the string? 

How long is a third of the string? 

How do you know? 



True or False? How do you know? 

This ________ is divided into ____ parts equally.  

Each part is ___ of the whole. 

So there is  __________ of a pizza 

 

L.O. To recognise      as a fraction 3 

1 

One third of this pizza 

has been eaten 



8.3.19 Diving Deeper 



8.3.19 Greater Depth 
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1 

2 

Numerator 

Shows the parts of the whole 

Denominator 

Shows how many parts that make up 

the whole 

Year 3 



Recognise any fraction based on previous knowledge 



If I had 100 Easter eggs and I shared them between my  10 friends, how 

many would each person get? 

Learning about tenths 



If I had 10 Easter eggs and I shared them between  10 people how 

much would each person get? 



If I had 1 Easter egg and I wanted to share it between  10 friends, how 

much would each person get? 



Hundreds Tens Ones Tenths 
 1 

10 



Stu has 10 Pokemon cards  

He gives        to Marley.  

How many cards does Marley 

have?  
1 

2 

½ of 10 

What is the whole? 

How many parts of the whole am 

I finding? 

 

If you divide 10 into 2 parts equally,  

each part is 5 

I do  



¼ of 16 

If you divide __ into __ parts  equally, each 

part is ___. 

Chloe has 16 pencils.  

She puts     ¼   in her tray 

How many pencils are in her  tray? 

Challenge: 

 If Chloe gave 3/4 of her pencils  away.  How 

many would that be?  Prove it! 



1 

5 

Glenda has 15 apples . 

She puts        in her basket 

How many apples are in her  basket? 

Challenge: 

 If Glenda gave 4/5 of her apples  away.  How 

many would that be?  Prove it! 



Are these equivalent? Explain how you know. 

What fraction is shaded? 

LO: To recognise equivalent fractions. 

I know that     is the same as     because although the fractions look different, they are both 

equal to one half of the whole. 

4 

8 

1 

2 

Does it matter that it is 

facing a different way? 



Can you tell me what fraction of each shape is 

shaded purple? 

Although the fractions look different, they are all equal to one quarter of the whole. 

LO: To recognise equivalent fractions. 



Using the fraction magnets, find which fractions are equivalent to one another. 

e.g. one whole is equal to two halves. 



What do you notice about the fractions that have been created.  

Is ½ bigger or smaller than ¼?  

I know that in a unit fraction ¼ is smaller than ½ 

because the bigger the denominator the smaller the 

fraction 



Jess has 15 marbles. She gives one fifth of them to her friend Daisy. 

 

 

Sammy also has 15 marbles. She gives one third of them to Daisy. 

 

 

Who gives the most marbles to Daisy? 

How do you know? 



Tilly and Gregory share a chocolate 

bar. Tilly eats 2/6 and Gregory eats 

4/6. How many have they eaten all 

together? 



+ = 

Can you add these fractions of shape together?  

 

1/4  2/4  3/4 

+ = 

When you add fractions with the same denominator you only add the numerators together 

and the denominator stays the same. 



. 

Simone says that the answer to this is 4/10 Do you agree 

with Simone? Explain why.
 

+ = 



Tilly buys a chocolate bar with 10 

pieces. She eats 4/10 of it. How many 

pieces are left?
 

What is different about this 

question?  



Here is a circle 

 There are three parts that make up whole 

Now I want to rub out 1/3 of it 

How many parts are left?  

How do you know? 
 



- 

I have started with 2/3 and I have removed 1/3 of my circle.  I have decreased 

the number of shaded parts.  

How could I write this as a sentence? Show me
 

- = 

2/3         1/3 = 1/3 



 When you subtract fractions with the same denominator you subtract the 

numerator and the denominator stays the same 

- = 

What do you notice about these fractions?  

2/3  
1/3  

1/3  

We are subtracting fractions with the same denominator 

- = 



Can you fill in the missing numerators 

6 6 
= 

6 

2 

Challenge: Can you find three more ways to find the answer? 

- 

Greater Depth 
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